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0. INTRODUCTION
1, 1Let D, V be two bounded C domains in the plane with D ; V.
We define the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map associated with D by
­ u
L f s , 0.1 .D ­n ­ V
1r2 . 1where f g H ­ V , n is the outward normal, and u is the H solution
of the boundary value problem
­ u
<Du s 0 in V _ D with u s f and s 0. 0.2 .­ V
­n ­ D
Our problem here is to reconstruct D from the knowledge of L .D
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If V _ D is a medium with constant conductivity, this would correspond
to the recovery of the insulator D inside V from electric measurements at
the boundary ­ V.
Our results are also valid for the analogous problem with Dirichlet
<condition u s 0.­ D
Substantial work has been done on the analogous problem for pene-
trable obstacles with a transmission condition on ­ D, instead of our
. w xNeumann or Dirichlet condition . Isakov I1 considered the problem of
 .  .  .recovery of a discontinuous conductivity of the form a x q x D b x .
For the case of constant a and b, several interesting uniqueness and
stability results requiring only finitely many measurements have been
w x w xobtained in F-I, B-F-I, P, A-I-P and other related papers. See also B on
single measurement detection of a discontinuous conductivity. Further
w x w xreferences can be found in I1 and the comprehensive review paper I2 .
Our problem can also be viewed as a zero-frequency analogue of fixed
w xfrequency inverse obstacle scattering, see C-K for the inverse Dirichlet
w xor Neumann problem, I3 for the corresponding one with transmission
condition.
In this paper, we prove
THEOREM 1. Suppose D ; R2 is a bounded, simply connected domain
1, 1with its boundary ­ D being a C Jordan cur¨ e, and V > D is a bounded
C1, 1 domain on the plane. Then D can be reconstructed from L uniquely.D
The proof gi¨ es a constructi¨ e procedure for reco¨ering D.
w x We remark that, using some of the arguments in N2 , this result as well
.as that in Theorem 2 below can be extended to the case when D and V
are Lipschitz domains.
Our reconstruction begins with the definition of an analogue of the
scattering transform. For k g C, let
t k s t k s eyi k z L y L w ?, k ds x , 0.3 .  .  .  .  . .HD D f
­ V
 . where z s x q ix , and w x, k is the unique solution see below for the1 2
.unique solvability of
­w
2Dw ?, k s 0 in R _ D , ?, k s 0, and .  . ­ D
­n
w x , k eyi k z y 1 g L2 R2 _ D . 0.4 .  . .yd
 .Here and throughout the paper, d is fixed such that 1r2 - d - 1.
 .L in 0.3 denotes the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map when D is absent:f
 . <L f s ­ ¨r­n , with­ Vf
<D¨ x s 0 in V , ¨ s f . 0.5 .  .­ V
 .The unique solvability of the exterior problem 0.4 is new.
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We'll prove the following more general result, which implies the unique
 .solvability of 0.4 .
THEOREM 2. Let D be as in Theorem 1. Suppose g is a real-¨ alued
1, p  .function in W for some p ) 2 with a positi¨ e lower bound. Assume forl oc
 .simplicity, that g x ' 1 near x s `. Then for any k g C, there is a unique
 .  . yi k z 2  2 .w x, k with w x, k e y 1 g L R _ D satisfyingyd
­w
2= g =w ?, k s 0 in R _ D , ?, k s 0. 0.6 .  .  . .
­n ­ D
The same result holds for the corresponding exterior Dirichlet problem.
Theorem 2 will be proved in Section 1. Theorem 1 is shown in several
 . <  . <stages: Section 2 gives the reconstruction of t k , w , ­wr­n from­ V ­ VD
knowledge of L , Section 3 analyzes the asymptotic behavior of theD
 .  .solution w x, k of 0.4 as k ª 0, then finally in the last section we obtain
the recovery of D from L .D
1. UNIQUE SOLVABILITY OF EXTERIOR PROBLEM
 .In this section, we consider exterior problem 0.6 . We first make the
following observation. Since there exists a holomorphic 1]1 mapping
 .z s g w of form
` an
z s g w s aw q 1.1 .  . nw0
 < < 4 2between w N w G 1 and R _ D, and such a holomorphic function pre-
 .serves the form of 0.6 , we may assume, in this section, without any loss of
generality, that D is the unit disk.
Our first issue is the uniqueness. We have
 .THEOREM 1.1. Let k g C. Suppose w x, k sol¨ es
< < < <¡= g =w ?, k s 0 in x s z ) 1 . .
­w~ ?, k s 0 1.2 .  .
< <­n x s1
yi k z 2¢ < <e w x , k g L x ) 1 , .  .yd
 .  . p1 < < . p2 < < .where g x G c , ­g x g L x ) 1 l L x ) 1 for some c ) 0,0 0
 . < <1 - p - 2 - p . Then w x, k ' 0 in x ) 1.1 2
Proof. Clearly we can assume w is real valued.
Let
1r2 yi k z < <¨ x , k s zg e ­w ?, k , for x ) 1. 1.3 .  .  .
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< <Then for x ) 1,
1 z ­g
­ ¨ ?, k s y e z ¨ x , k , 1.4 .  .  .  .yk2 z g
where
yi k zqk z .e z s e . 1.5 .  .yk
Define
1 V t , k .
r z , k s dt n dt , 1.6 .  .H2p i t y z< <t )1
where
1 z ­g ¨ x , k .
V z , k s y e z . 1.7 .  .  .yk2 z g ¨ x , k .
Clearly
< <­ r z , k s 0 for z - 1 1.8 .  .
and
r z , k ª 0 as z ª `. 1.9 .  .
Denote
yr  z , k . < <F z , k s ¨ x , k e , z ) 1 1.10 .  .  .
then
i k zqr  z , k . < <Re e F z , k s 0 on z s 1 . .
1.11 . < <F z is bounded and holomorphic in z ) 1. .
< <Define, for z - 1,
1
F z s F , 1.12 .  . /z
 .  .where for simplicity, we write F z for F z, k .
 . < <It's obvious that F z is holomorphic in z - 1, and
i e < <F t s F t on t s 1, 1.13 .  .  .
i . e .  .where F t , F t stand for the boundary values of F t when z ap-
< <proaches t s 1 from inside and outside, respectively.
 .From 1.11
 .i k tqr  t , k . e yi k tqr t , k e < <e F t q e F t s 0 on t s 1. 1.14 .  .  .
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 .Using 1.13 we get
 .i k tqr  t , k . e yi k tqr t , k i < <e F t q e F t s 0 on t s 1, 1.15 .  .  .
i.e.,
eik tqr  t , k .
i e < <F t s y F t on t s 1. .  . .yi k tqr t , ke
Let
eik tqr  t , k .
G t s y 1.16 .  . .yi k tqr t , ke
and
1 log G t .
G z s dt , 1.17 .  .H2p i t y z< <t s1
where we're taking the single-valued branch log w such that log 1 s 0.
Consider
F z .yG  z . < <F z s F z e s , for z / 1. 1.18 .  .  .G z .e
Since
i e < <G t y G t s log G t on t s 1 1.19 .  .  .  .
by the Plemelj formula,
G i t . G e t . < <e s G t e on t s 1. 1.20 .  .
So
i e < <F t s F t on t s 1. 1.21 .  .  .
 . < <  .Because F z is holomorphic and bounded in z / 1, 1.21 implies
F z s c k for all z g C. 1.22 .  .  .
So
G z . < <F z s c k e for z / 1. 1.23 .  .  .
This in turn gives
r  z , k .qG z . < <¨ x , k s c k e for z ) 1. 1.24 .  .  .
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 .  .  .Now, let's compute G z . By 1.8 and 1.9 ,
1 log y1 .
G z s dt . H2p i t y z< <t s1
1 ikt q ik 1rt y r 1rt , k q r t , k .  .  .
q dtH2p i t y z< <t s1
¡ < <p i q ikz y r 0, k q r z , k , z - 1 .  .
~s 1.25 .i k 1
< <0 y q r , k y r 0, k , z ) 1. .¢  /z z
Therefore
 .  .r  z , k .q r 1rz , k yik r z .y r 0, k¨ x , k s c k e e .  .
 .r  z , k .q r 1rz , k yik r z . < <s c k e e , z ) 1, 1.26 .  .1
 .y r 0, k .  .where we put c k s c k e .1
 .From 1.3 , we then obtain
z ­w x , K s gy1r2 ¨ x , k eik z .  .




< <0 s x , k s Re z ­w x , k on x s 1. 1.28 .  .  . .
­n
So
Re c k s 0, .1
 .  .  .i.e., c k s ia k , and a k is real valued.1
 .Claim. a k s 0.
This is because that
 .y1r2 r  z , k .q r z , k ik zqi k z < <Im z ­w x , k s a k g e e , on z s 1. 1.29 .  .  . .
< <   ..On the other hand, for z s 1, Im z ­w x, k is the tangential derivative
< <along z s 1. But the tangential derivative couldn't always be positive or
negative.
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 .  .  .So a k s 0, i.e., c k s 0. Back to 1.26 , we have1
< <¨ x , k ' 0 for all x ) 1. .
Hence
< <­w x , k ' 0 for all x ) 1. 1.30 .  .
 .Clearly, since we assumed that w x, k is real valued, this means
< <w x , k ' c k for all x ) 1. 1.31 .  .  .
But
yi k z 2 < <e w x , k g L x ) 1 . .  .yd
Therefore
w x , k ' 0. .
This finishes the proof of uniqueness.
Now, we turn to the existence. Fix R ) 0 big enough such that0
R0
< <g ' 1 for x G .
2
Consider
< <¡Dw s 0 in x ) R0
2 < <w g H x ) R .l oc 0
yi k z 2~ < < 1.32e w y 1 g L x ) R  . .yd 0
­w
< <s Lw on x s R ,e 0¢­ne
 . <where we define L f s ­cr­n with c satisfyingi < x <sR 0
¡ < <= g =c s 0 in V s x N x - R , x f D .  4R 00
­c~ 1.33s 0  .
­n i ­ D¢ <c s f ,i < x <sR 0
and here ­ fr­n , ­ fr­n are the boundary values of ­ fr­n from outsidee i
 .and inside, respectively the same for f , f , etc. .e i
 .LEMMA 1.1. If w sol¨ es 1.32 , then
1
i k z < <w x s e q q B y S L w x on x s R , 1.34 .  .  .k k 0 /2
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where
S f x s G x , y f y ds y , x g R2 .  .  .  .Hk k
< <y sR0
­ Gk
< <B f x s p.¨ . x , y f y ds y , x s R .  .  .  .Hk 0­n Y .< <y sR0
 .  .  .and G x, y s G x, y with z s k, ik , is the well-known Faddee¨ Green'sk z
function.
< <Proof. For x ) R , and R 4 R ,0 0
yw x , k s w DG y G Dw . H z z
< <R) y )R 0
­ G ­wzs y w y G . 1.35 .H H z / ­n ­n< < < <y sR y sR 0
Let R ª q`, we get
qi k z < <yw x , k s ye y D w q S Lw , for x ) R , 1.36 .  .k k 0
where
­ Gz
D f x s x , y f y ds y . .  .  .  .Hk ­n y .< <y sR0
 .  .Taking boundary values on both sides of 1.36 gives 1.34 .
 .LEMMA 1.2. The con¨erse of Lemma 1.1 is also true: if w sol¨ es 1.34 ,
then
ik z < <w x , k \ e q D y S L w x , k , x ) R 1.37 .  .  .  .k k 0
 .is a solution of 1.32 .
Proof. Clearly,
yi k z 2 < < 2 < <e w x , k y 1 g L x ) R , w x , k g H x ) R .  . .  .yd 0 l oc 0
and
< <Dw ?, k s 0 in x ) R . . 0
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Then, as in the proof of Lemma 1.1, we can show
­w
i k z < <w x , k s e q D w y S in x ) R . 1.38 .  .k k 0­ne
 .  .Comparing 1.37 and 1.38 yields
­w
< <S y Lw ' 0 in x ) R . 1.39 .k 0 /­ne
Let
­w
2u x , k s S y Lw , x g R . . k  /­ne
 .  . < <Relation 1.39 implies u x, k ' 0 on x s R .0
 . < <  . < <Hence u x, k ' 0 for x - R since u x, k is harmonic in x - R . So0 0
­w
< <s Lw on x s R .0­ne
Thus Lemma 1.2 is true.
 .  .  . <  .LEMMA 1.3. If w x, k sol¨ es 0.6 , w x, k sol¨ es 1.32 . Con- x N < x < ) R 40
 .  .  .¨ersely, for any solution w x, k of 1.32 , there is a unique w x, k such thatÄ
 .  .  .  < < 4  .w x, k satisfies 0.6 and w x, k restricted to x N x ) R is w x, k .Ä Ä 0
Proof.
 .  .  .1 Let w x, k be a solution of 0.6 , then automatically
< <¡Dw s 0 in x ) R0
2~ < <w g H x ) R . 1.40 .l oc 0
yi k z 2¢ < <w e y 1 g L x ) R . .yd 0
 . <Moreover, since w satisfies 1.33 with f s w ,< x <sR 0
­w
<L w s . 1.41 . .< x <sR 0 ­n < <i x sR 0
But
­w ­w R02 < <s since w g H x ) ,l oc  /­n ­n 2< < < <i ex sR x sR0 0
 . <  .so w x, k is a solution of 1.32 . x N < x < ) R 40
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 .  .  .2 Conversely, suppose w x, k solves 1.32 , and define
P w in Vg e R 0
w x , k s 1.42 .  .Ä  < <w x , k in x G R , . 0
where P f is defined as the unique solution ofg
¡= g =u s 0 in V . R 0
­ u~ 1.43 .s 0
­n ­ D¢ <u s f .< x <sR 0
Then
­wÄ yi k z 2 < <s 0, e w x , k y 1 g L x ) 1 . .  .Ä yd­n ­ D
So the only thing left is to check
< <= g =w s 0 in x ) 1. 1.44 .  .Ä
 . < <  .  .Note that since g x ' 1 for x G R r2, w x, k satisfies = g =w s 0Ä Ä0
< <in x ) R .0
Hence
< < < < 4= g =w s 0 in x : x ) 1 l x : x / R . 4 .Ä 0
< <On x s R ,0
w s w s wÄ Äi e e
and
­w ­w ­wÄ Ä
s Lw s s .e­n ­n ­ni e e
 .So 1.44 is true. Thus the proof of Lemma 1.3 is completed.
1 3r2 < < .LEMMA 1.4. I q B y S L is compact on H x s R .k k 02
 .Proof. Let u s P f be the solution of 1.43 .g
Then by Green's formula, for x g V ,R 0
=g =u ­ u ­ Gk
u x s G dy q y G y u . 1.45 .  .H H Hk k /g ­n ­n< <V y sR ­ DR 00
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< <Taking boundary values on x s R gives0
=g 1
f s R G j =P f q S L f y B y f q Tf , 1.46 .H k g k k /g 2VR0
where
j : H 1 V ¨ H 0 V , .  .R R0 0
­ Gk
Tf s R P f ,H g­n ­ D­ D
< <and R is the trace operator on x s R .0
2 .Note P f g H V , and it's not difficult to show that T is compact ong R 03r2 < < .  .H x s R . Since j is compact, and 1.46 implies that0
1 =g
I q B y S L f s R G j =P f q Tf 1.47 .Hk k k g /2 gVR0
1 3r2 < < .we conclude that I q B y S L is compact on H x s R .k k 02
 .THEOREM 1.2. Equation 0.6 is sol¨ able.
Proof. This is so by Lemmas 1.1]1.4 and Theorem 1.1.
Finally, Theorem 1.1 combined with Theorem 1.2 yields Theorem 2.
 . <  . <2. RECONSTRUCTION OF t k , w AND ­wr­n­ V ­ V
 . <   . . < .Our objective in this section is to get w x, k and ­wr­n x, k­ V ­ V
 .  .from the knowledge of L , and then, by definition of t k , t k is uniquelyD
determined by L .D
 .  .Recall w x, k is the solution of 0.4 . We consider
2¡Dc ?, k s 0 in R _ V .
­c
s L cD e~ 2.1 .­ne ­ V
1
yi k z 2 2c x , k e y 1 g L R _ V , - d - 1. .  .¢ yd 2
Throughout this section, we let S , D , B be the operators on ­ Vk k k
 < < .different from those in Section 1 where they were defined on x s R .0
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 .  .  .  . <LEMMA 2.1. a If c x, k sol¨ es 2.1 , then f x s c sol¨ es­ Vk e
1
i k zf x s e y S L y B y I f x , x g ­ V . 2.2 .  .  .k k D k k /2
 .  . 3r2 .  .b Con¨ersely, if f x g H ­ V sol¨ es 2.2 , thenk
c x , k \ eik z y S L y D f x 2.3 .  .  .  .k D k k
 . <is a solution of 2.1 and c s f .­ Ve k
w xThe proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.7 in N1 . Moreover, in the same
w xfashion to Proposition 2.10 and Lemma 2.12 in N1 , we have
1 3r2 .PROPOSITION 2.1. S L y B y I is compact on H ­ V .k D k 2
And
 .  .  . < 2  .LEMMA 2.2. a If w x, k sol¨ es 0.4 , then w sol¨ es 2.1 ;R _ V
 .  .  .  .b Con¨ersely, suppose c x, k is a solution of 2.1 , then c x, k
 .can be extended uniquely to a solution of 0.4 .
 . <THEOREM 2.1. w x, k is uniquely determined by L .­ V D
Proof. Since there exists a 1]1 correspondence between the solutions
 .  .of 1.2 and those of 0.4 , in view of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2,
1
 4ker S L y B q I s 0 2.4 .k D k /2
 .by the unique solvability of 0.4 . Then, from Proposition 2.1,
1
S L y B q I is invertible.k D k 2
1 y1 i k z . <  .  .  .So w x, k s S L y B q I g x , where g x s e .­ V k D k k k2
 .COROLLARY 2.1. t k can be reconstructed from L uniquely.D
 .Proof. This is implied by the definition of t k and Theorem 2.1.
 . . <COROLLARY 2.2. ­wr­n x, k can be reco¨ered from L uniquely.­ V D
Proof. This is because
­w
<x , k s L w . . ­ VD­n ­ V
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3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR
 .  . i k z  .  .Let w x, k s w x, k y e , where w x, k is the solution of 0.4 , and1
w x , k s eik z . .0
 .  .  .  .Also, let F z, k s 2 ­w x, k , F z, k s 2 ­w x, k , j s 0, 1.j j
 .Then w x, k satisfies1
2¡Dw ?, k s 0, in R _ D .1
­w1~ i k z 3.1 .?, k s yi k , ik n x e , on ­ D .  .  .
­n
yi k z 2 2¢w x , k e g L R _ D . .  .1 yd
Define
c s w ( g , c s w ( g , c s w ( g , 3.2 .1 1 0 0
 .  < < 4with g w being a holomorphic 1]1 mapping from w N w G 1 onto
2  .R _ D, and of form 1.1 .
Clearly
c s c y c . 3.3 .1 0
It's not difficult to show that
< <¡Dc y , k s 0 for y ) 1 .1
­c1 i k g w .~ < <y , k s yikwg9 w e , on y s 1 3.4 .  .  .
­n
yi k g w . 2¢ < <c y , k e g L y ) 1 , .  .1 yd
where, and throughout this paper, we use the notation
w s y q iy .1 2
We also define
y y
c y , k s c , k , c y , k s c , k , and .  .1 12 2 /  /< < < <y y
y
< <c y , k s c , k for 0 - y - 1, 3.5 .  .0 0 2 /< <y
and
C w , k s 2 ­c y , k , C w , k s 2 ­c y , k , and .  .  .  .1 1
C w , k s 2 ­c y , k . 3.6 .  .  .0 0
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Then
2 < < 4Dc y , k s 0 in R _ 0 ; Dc y , k s 0 for y / 0, 1, j s 0, 1 .  .j
 .  4  .and hence C w, k is holomorphic in C _ 0 , while C w, k is holomor-j
< <phic in w / 0, 1, j s 0, 1.
It is obvious that
< <0, 0 - w - 1
C w , k s 3.7 .  .0 i k g w . < <2 ikg9 w e w ) 1. .
 .Note also, from 3.4
yi k g w . Ä yi k g w .C w , k e ª 0 and C w , k e ª 0 as w ª `, .  .1 1
3.8 .
Ä  .  .where C w, k s ­c r­ y y i ­c r­ y .1 1 1 1 2
 .It turns out that the asymptotics of C w, k as w ª ` are simple. In
fact, we have
i k awyi kar w . . w  .  . xTHEOREM 3.1. C w, k s c k q c k rw e for w / 0,1 0
 .  .with c k , c k g C.1 0
Proof. Let
yi k g w . < <C w , k e , w ) 1 .
F w , k s 3.9 .  . .i k g 1rw < <wC w , k e , w - 1. .
 . < <Claim. F w is holomorphic and bounded in w / 1. To prove this, we
 .note first that by 3.7 ,
C w , k s C w , k q C w , k .  .  .1 0
< <C w , k , 0 - w - 1 .1s 3.10 .i k g w . < <C w , k q 2 ikg9 w e , w ) 1. .  .1
 .  .From definitions 3.5 and 3.6 ,
1 1Ä < <C w , k s y C , k for 0 - w - 1. 3.11 .  .1 12  /ww
 .  .  .  . < <Thus 3.8 , 3.10 , and 3.11 imply that F w, k is bounded in w / 1.
 . < <  .On the other hand, since C w, k is holomorphic in 0 - w - `, F w, k
< <is obviously holomorphic in w / 1.
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So the claim is true.
< <Now, on t s 1,
1  .i yi kg t i e e ik g t .F t , k e s C t , k s C t , k s F t , k e , .  .  .  .
t
i.e.,
 .i i k g t .q i kg t eF t , k s t e F t . 3.12 .  .  .
Let
` nik aw ik a w0 n¡ < <e e , w - 1~ 1X w , k s 3.13 .  .` nyi kar w . yi k a r w .0 n < <e e , w ) 1.¢w
 . < <  .Then X w, k is holomorphic and bounded in w / 1 and X w, k / 0.
Moreover,
 .i i k g t .q i kg t e < <X t , k s t e X t , K on t s 1. 3.14 .  .  .
Therefore,
F w , k .
is entire.
X w , k .
At w s `,
F w , k . ` nyi k g w . i kar w . i k a r w .0 ns wC w , k e e e .
X w , k .
` nik g w . yi k g w . i kar w . i k a r w .0 ns w C w , k q 2 ikg9 w e e e e .  .1
` nyi k g w . i kar w . i k a r w .0 ns w C w , k e q 2 ikg9 w e e . .  .1
 .So, by 3.8 ,
1 F w , k .
i k a0ª 2 ikae as w ª `. 3.15 .
w X w , k .
Hence
F w , k .
s c k q c k w for all w g C, .  .0 1X w , k .
 .  .where c k , c k g C, and in fact0 1
c k s 2 ikaeik a0 in view of 3.15 . 3.16 .  .  .1
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Therefore
F w , k s c k q c k w X w , k .  .  .  .0 1
¡ c k . ` n0 yi kar w . yi k a r w .0 n < <c k q e e , w ) 1 .~ ws
` nik aw ik a w¢ 0 n < <c k w q c k e e , w - 1. .  .1 0
 .  .Going back to C w, k by 3.9 , we finish the proof of Theorem 3.1.
 .  < < 2 2 2 . i k a0COROLLARY 3.1. c k s y 2 k a q 2 k a a e q lim w ?0 1 w ª `
yi k aw  .e C w, k .1
Proof. Since
C w , k s C w , k y C w , k .  .  .1 0
and
c k .0 i k awyi kar w . i k g w .C w , k s c k q e y 2 ikg9 w e 3.17 .  .  .  .1 1 w
< <  .for w ) 1, by Theorem 3.1 and 3.7 , hence
yi k aw yi kar w .we C w , k s c k w q c k e .  .  .1 1 0
i k`0an r w n. < <y2 ikwg9 w e , in w )1. .
 . `  nq1.But g 9 w s a y  na rw . Sons1 n
a 1` n 1i k a r w . i k a0 n 02 ikwg9 w e s 2 ik w 1 q ik a q O e .  /  /< <w w
1
2 i k a0s 2 ikaw y 2k a a e q O . .1  /< <w
 .Therefore, by 3.16
weyi k aw C w , k .1
1
yi kar w . 2 i k a0s c k w q c k e y c k w q 2k a ae q O .  .  .1 0 1 1  /< <w
a 1
yi kar w .s c k w 1 y i k q O q c k e .  .1 02 /w < <w
1
2 i k a0y c k w q 2k a ae q O .1 1  /< <w
12 2 i k a yi kar w . 2 i k a0 0< <s 2 k a e q c k e q 2k a ae q O . .0 1  /< <w
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Thus
yi k aw < < 2 2 i k a0 2 i k a0lim we C w , k s 2 k a e q c k q 2k a ae , .  .1 0 1
wª`
so Corollary 3.1 is true.
 .  .Now we're going to relate c k to t k by exploiting the asymptotics of0
 .  .C w, k as w ª ` in terms of t k .
To this end, we need the following three lemmas.
LEMMA 3.1.
w x , k s eik z q w x9, k ­ G r­n x9 x , x9 ds x9 , .  .  .  .  . .H k
­ D
2x g R _ D.
 < < 4Proof. By Green's second identity, in V s x N x - R, x f D , weR
have, for x g V ,R
w x , k s G x y x9 Dw x9, k y w x9, k DG x y x9 dx9 .  .  .  .  .H k k
VR
­w
s G x y x9 x9, k .  .H k ­n< <x 9 sR
­ Gkyw x9, k x y x9 ds x9 .  .  .
­n
­w
y G x y x9 x9, k .  .H k ­n­ D
­ Gkyw x9, k x y x9 ds x9 .  .  .
­n
i k z 9­ e ­ Gkik z 9s G x y x9 y e x y x9 ds x9 .  .  .H k ­n ­n< <x 9 sR
ik z 9­ w y e .
q G x y x9 .H k ­n< <x 9 sR
­ Gkik z 9y w y e x y x9 ds x9 .  . .
­n
­ Gkq w x9, k x y x9 ds x9 , 3.18 .  .  .  .H
­n­ D
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X X  . yi k zhere z9 s x q ix . Let R ª q`, and noting w x, k e y 1 g1 1
2  2 .L R _ D , we getyd
­ Gkik z 2w x , k s e q w x9, k x , x9 ds x9 , for x g R _ D , .  .  .  .H
­n­ D
3.19 .
i.e., Lemma 3.1 is true.
LEMMA 3.2.
1 eik z
1 ­ G x s y , z / 0 .  .k 4p z
yi k z1 e
2 ­ G x s y , z / 0, .  .k 4p z
 .  .  .where G x s G x , z s k, ik is the Faddee¨ Green's function.k z
Proof. We know
1
< <G x s y log x q H x , 3.20 .  .  .k k2p
 . 2where H x is harmonic in R . Definek
1 1
yi k z yi k zV z s e ­ G z s y q ­ H x e , for z / 0. .  .  .k k /4p z
3.21 .
 . < <Since V z ª 0 as z ª `,
1 V t .
dt ª 0 as R ª q`, for any z g C. 3.22 .H2p i t y z< <t sR
So, by the Cauchy Integral Formula, for z / 0,
1 V t .
V z s lim y dt . H H /2p i t y zRªq` < < < <t sR t sr
rª0q
1 V t .
s y lim dtH2p i t y zrª0q < <t sr
1 1 1rt
yi kts lim e dtH4p 2p i t y zrª0q < <t sr
1 ­ Hk yi kty lim e dt .H2p i t y zrª0q < <t sr
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 .But ­ H x is bounded at x s 0. Sok
1 ­ Hk yi kte dt ª 0 as r ª 0 q . 3.23 .H2p i t y z< <t sr
On the other hand,
1 1rt eyi k 0 1
yi kt < <e dt s y s y for z ) r . 3.24 .H2p i t y z z z< <t sr
Therefore
1 1
V z s y for all z / 0, .
4p z
 .  .i.e., 1 is true. For 2 , we observe that
­ G x s ­G x 3.25 .  .  .k k
and
1
2< <G x s y log x q H x , DH x s 0 in R . .  .  .k k k2p
 .So similarly to the proof of 1 , we obtain
1 eik z
­G x s y , z / 0. .k 4p z
 .Thus 2 is proved.
 .   .  ..  . yi k z  .LEMMA 3.3. t k s H ik n x q in x w x, k e ds x , where­ D 1 2
  .  ..  .n x , n x s n x .1 2
Proof. By definition,
t k s eyi k z L y L w ?, k ds x .  .  . .H D f
­ V
­w
yi k zs e q ik n x q in x w ds x .  .  . .H 1 2 ­n­ V
s eyi k z Dw y w Deyi k z dx q ik n q in w eyi k z ds x .  . .H H 1 2
V_D ­ D
yi k zs ik n q in w x , k e ds x . .  .  .H 1 2
­ D
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 .  .The following result gives the relation between c k and t k .0
 . w .  . < < 2 2 2 x i k a0THEOREM 3.2. c k s 1r2p t k y 2 k a y 2k a a e .0 1
Proof. By Lemma 3.2
i k zyi k z 9 yi k zqi k z 9­ G 1 e ek
x , x9 s n x9 ? q .  .1  /­n x9 4p z y z9 z y z9 .
i k zyi k z 9 yi k zqi k z 9i e e
q n x9 y . 3.26 .  .2  /4p z y z9 z y z9
Hence
­ G ik eik zyz 9.k
­ x , x9 s n x9 q in x9 .  .  .x 1 2­n x9 4p z y z9 .
1 eik zyz 9.
y n x9 q in x9 . 3.27 .  .  .1 224p z y z9 .
So, from Lemma 3.1,
ik eik zyz 9.
i k z­w x , k s ike q n x9 q in x9 w x9, k ds x9 .  .  .  .  .H 1 24p z y z9­ D
1
i k z < <q O e , as z ª`. 3.28 .2 /< <z
Thus
ik eik z
ik z yi k z 9­w x , k s ike q e w x9, k n x9 q in x9 ds x9 .  .  .  .  .H 1 24p z ­ D
1
i k z < <q O e , as z ª`. 3.29 .2 /< <z
Lemma 3.3 then implies that
1 eik z 1
i k z ik z < <­w x , k s ike q t k q O e , as z ª `. 3.30 .  .  .2 /4p z < <z
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On the other hand, since
­c ­w ­ x ­w ­ x1 2
y , k s q .
­ y ­ x ­ y ­ x ­ y1 1 1 2 1
­c ­w ­ x ­w ­ x1 2
y , k s q , 3.31 .  .
­ y ­ x ­ y ­ x ­ y2 1 2 2 2
we have
­c y , k s g 9 w ­w x , k . 3.32 .  .  .  .
 .By 3.30 ,
C w , k s 2 ­c y , k .  .
i k g w .1 e 1
i k g w . i k g w .s 2 g 9 w ike q t k q O e .  . 2 /4p g w < < . w
< <as w ª`. 3.33 .
So
C w , k s C w , k y 2 ikg9 w eik g w . .  .  .1
i k g w .1 e 1
i k g w . < <s 2 g 9 w t k q O e as w ª `. .  . 2 /4p g w < < . w
3.34 .
Hence
wC w , k eyi k aw .1




yi k aw ik a0lim wC w , k e s t k e . 3.36 .  .  .1 2pwª`
Thus the proof of Theorem 3.2 is completed by using Corollary 3.1.
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  . .COROLLARY 3.2. If lim t k rk exists, thenk ª 0
1 1 1 t k .
lim C w , k s lim q 2 ia, for any w / 0. .
k 2p w kkª0 kª0
 .Proof. From 3.16 ,
c k .1
lim s 2 ia.
kkª0
By Theorem 3.2,
c k 1 t k .  .0
lim s lim .
k 2p kkª0 kª0
Hence Corollary 3.2 is a consequence of Theorem 3.1.
 .As indicated in Theorem 3.1, C w, k behaves badly as k ª `. On the
 .other hand, the asymptotics of C w, k as k ª 0 are simple, by Corollary
3.2. So we hope that the data involving low frequency waves can give us
some essential information about D. The following are a few more results
along this direction.
Define
w x , 0 ' 1 for x g R2 _ D. 3.37 .  .
 .THEOREM 3.3. For any x g ­ D, w x, k is differentiable with respect to k
at k s 0. In fact,
y1w x , k y w x , 0 1 .  .
lim s i y B f x , ; x g ­ D , 3.38 .  .0 0 /k 2kª0
where
­ G0
B f x s p.¨ . x , x9 f x9 ds x9 , for x g ­ D. 3.39 .  .  .  .  .H0 ­n x9 .­ D
1
< <G x s y log x 3.40 .  .0 2p
f x s x q ix . 3.41 .  .0 1 2
From this, we have two immediate consequences.
 .COROLLARY 3.3. lim w x, k s 1 is uniformly in x g ­ D.k ª 0
  . .COROLLARY 3.4. lim t k rk s 0.k ª 0
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The proof of Corollary 3.3 is trivial by Theorem 3.3, while the proof of
Corollary 3.4 is a direct use of Lemma 3.3 together with Corollary 3.3 and
the fact that
­ z
n q in ds x s ds x s 0. 3.42 .  .  .  .H H1 2 ­n­ D ­ D
Corollary 3.4, combined with Corollary 3.2, in turn, gives
  . .COROLLARY 3.5. lim C w, k rk s 2 ia, for w / 0.k ª 0
The following lemma is useful in the proof of Theorem 3.3.
5 5 2 2LEMMA 3.4. lim B y B s 0, where B is defined asL ­ D .ª L ­ D .k ª 0 k 0 k
­ Gk
B f x s p.¨ . x , x9 f x9 ds x9 , for x g ­ D 3.43 .  .  .  .  .Hk ­n x9 .­ D
 .  .  .with G x s G x , z s k, ik , being the Faddee¨ Green's function.k z
 .Proof. As shown in 3.26 ,
­ G 1 eik zyz 9.k
x , x9 s n x9 q in x9 .  .  .1 2­n x9 4p z y z9 .
yi k zyz 9.1 e
q n x9 y in x9 .  .1 24p z y z9
1 eik zyz 9.
s Re n x9 q in x9 . 3.44 .  .  .1 2 52p z y z9
On the other hand,
X X­ G 1 x y x x y x0 1 1 2 2
x , x9 s y n x9 q n x9 .  .  .1 22 2­n x9 2p < < < < . x y x9 x y x9
1 1
s Re n x9 q in x9 . 3.45 .  .  .1 2 52p z y z9
So
­ G ­ Gz 0
x , x9 y x , x9 .  .
­n x9 ­n x9 .  .
1 1
i k zyz 9.< < < <F e y 1 n x9 ª 0 .
2p z y z9
uniformly in x , x9 g ­ D , as k ª 0.
Therefore, the proof is finished.
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Proof of Theorem 3.3. By Lemma 3.1,
i k z 2w x , k s e q D w x , k , ; x g R _ D , ;k / 0. .  .k
On the other hand, it is easy to verify that
2D f x ' 0, ; x g R _ D , ;k g C, if f x ' 1. .  .k
Hence
21 s 1 q D 1 x for x g R _ D , ;k g C. 3.46 .  .k
So
w x , k y 1 eik z y 1 w ?, k y 1 .  .
s q D x , .kik ik ik
2for x g R _ D , ;k / 0.
Taking the boundary value yields
I w ?, k y 1 eik z y 1 .
y B x s , for x g ­ D , ;k / 0. .k /2 ik ik
3.47 .
2 .Note that Ir2 y B is invertible on L ­ D .k
Hence
y1 i k zw x , k y 1 I e y 1 .
s y B g x , here g x s . 3.48 .  .  .k k k /ik 2 ik
Now, we simply need to apply Lemma 3.4 to get Theorem 3.3.
4. FROM L TO DD
In this section, finally we are able to show that L determines DD
uniquely, and the proof actually gives a constructive reconstruction of
D from L .D
Recall that the following 1]1 holomorphic mapping
` an
z s g w s aw q .  nw0




w s h z s bz q , b s ) 0 4.1 .  . nz a0
2  < < 4maps R _ D 1]1 onto w N w G 1 .
Let
` d bn n
h z s z q , where d s . 4.2 .  .0 nnz b0
 . 2  < < 4Then w s h z takes R _ D onto w N w G a . Clearly1 0 1 1
w s bw , or w s aw. 4.3 .1 1
LEMMA 4.1. For any k g C,
F z , k , z g C _ V , .
is uniquely determined by L . More precisely,D
F z , k s 2 ikeik z .
yi k z 9 yi k z 91 ­ e e ­w
i k zy e w x9, k y x9, k ds .  .H  /2p ­n z y z9 z y z9 ­n­ V
for z g C _ V . 4.4 .
 .Proof. By Lemma 3.1 and 3.27 ,
1 ­ eyi k z 9
i k z ik zF z , k s 2 ike y e w x9, k ds x9 , .  .  .H  /2p ­n x9 z y z9 .­ D
for z g C _ D. 4.5 .
2But for x g R _ V, x9 g V _ D,
eyi k z 9
Dw x9, k s 0, D s 0. 4.6 .  .
z y z9
 . .  .Note also that ­wr­n x9, k s 0 on ­ D. So 4.5 gives
yi k z 91 ­ e
ik z ik zF z , k s 2 ike y e w x9, k .  .H  /2p ­n z y z9­ V
yi k z 9e ­
y w x9, k ds x9 , .  .
z y z9 ­n
for z g C _ V ,
 .i.e., 4.4 is true.
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X  .THEOREM 4.1. h z can be reconstructed from L uniquely, for z g0 D
C _ V.
 .Proof. By 3.32 ,
< <C w , k s g 9 w F g w , k in w ) 1, .  .  . .
i.e.,
1
C h z , k s F z , k in C _ D. .  . .
h9 z .
Hence, by Corollary 3.5,
1 1
lim F z , k s 2 ia. 4.7 .  .
h9 z kkª0 .
On the other hand, by Lemma 4.1, for any k g C, and any z g C _ V,
 .F z, k is uniquely determined by L andD
ik zF z , k s 2 ike q 2 iA z , k for z g C _ V , 4.8 .  .  .
where
yi k z 9i ­ e
ik zA z , k s e w x9, k .  .H  /4p ­n z y z9­ D
yi k z 9e ­w
y x9, k ds x9 . 4.9 .  .  .
z y z9 ­n
 .  .So 4.7 and 4.8 yields
b 1
s for z g C _ V . 4.10 .
h9 z 1 q lim A z , k rk .  . .k ª 0
Since
h z s bh z , .  .0
 .4.10 implies that
A z , k .
Xh z s 1 q lim , for any z g C _ V . 4.11 .  .0 kkª0
So Theorem 4.1 is proved.
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In view of Theorem 4.1, we now know L , withD1
< <D s z N z q d G a , 41 0
where d g C, a ) 0 are unknown.0
Clearly, if we can recover D from L , then we can recover D from1 D1
L . For the simplicity of notation, let D s D .D 1
 .y1  .  .LEMMA 4.2. Ir2 y B f x s 2 z q d on ­ D, where f x s0 0 0 0
x q ix .1 2
 .  .y1  .Proof. Let f x s y Ir2 y B f x , x g ­ D, then0 0
I
y q B f x s x q ix s z on ­ D. 4.12 .  .0 1 2 /2
Define
u x s D f x , x g R2 _ ­ D. 4.13 .  .  .0
 .Then by 4.12
ui x s z on ­ D. 4.14 .  .
 .Since u x is harmonic in D, we have
u x ' z in D. 4.15 .  .
Hence
i­ u 1
x s z q d on ­ D , 4.16 .  .  .0 /­n a
< <here we used the fact that z q d s a on ­ D. So0
e
­ u 1
x s z q d on ­ D. 4.17 .  .  .0 /­n a
2 .But u x is harmonic in R _ D and vanishes at infinity.
Therefore,
a2
2u x s y in R _ D. 4.18 .  .
z q d0
Thus
f x s ue x y ui x s y 2 z q d on ­ D. 4.19 .  .  .  .  .0
So Lemma 4.2 is verified.
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Define
yi k zÄt k s e L y L w x , k ds x , 4.20 .  .  .  . .HD D f
­ V
 .  .where w x, k is the solution to 0.4 .
Using the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, one can get
yi k zÄt k s ik n y in w x , k e ds x . 4.21 .  .  .  .  .HD 1 2
­ D
2  .   . 2 .ÄTHEOREM 4.2. a s y 1r4p lim t k rk .k ª 0 D
Proof. By definition,
Ät k z q d w x , k y 1 .  .D 0 yi k zyi lim s lim e ds x .H2 a kkkª0 kª0­ D
yi k zz q d e y 10q lim ds x . 4.22 .  .H a kkª0­ D
By Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 4.2,
w x , k y 1 .
lim s i 2 z q d for x g ­ D. 4.23 .  .0kkª0
So
Ät k z q d z q d .D 0 0yi lim s i 2 z q d ds x y i z ds x . .  .  .H H02 a akkª0 ­ D ­ D
4.24 .
Note
z q d 1 dw0 22 z q d ds x s 2 aw y d a s 4p a .  .  .H H0 0a w iw< <­ D w s1
4.25 .
and
z q d 1 a dw0
z ds x s y d a s 0. 4.26 .  .H H 0 /a w w iw< <­ D w s1
 .Therefore, from 4.24 ,
Ät k .D 2yi lim s 4p a i , 4.27 .2kkª0
i.e., Theorem 4.2 is true.
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COROLLARY 4.1. a can be reco¨ered form L uniquely.D
 . <Proof. This is because L determines w x, k , as shown in Section­ VD
 .Ä2, hence t k is determined from the knowledge of L uniquely, thusD D
Corollary 4.1 is proved by using Theorem 4.2.
 .  .  .Let w z, k and w z, k be the solutions to 0.4 associated with DD Dqd0
 .and D q d , respectively. We have the following relation between w z, k0 D
 .and w z, k .Dq d0
 . i k d0  .LEMMA 4.3. w z y d , k e s w z, k .D 0 Dqd0
 .  .Proof. Since w x, k is the solution to 0.4 associated with D, it isD
ik d0  .  .easy to verify that e w z y d , k solves 0.4 with domain D q d .D 0 0
Hence the uniqueness result implies Lemma 4.3.
i kd yd .0 0 .  .Ä ÄLEMMA 4.4. t k s e t k .Dq d D0
Proof.
yi k zÄt k s ik n y in w z , k e ds x .  .  .  .HDq d 1 2 Dqd0 0 .­ Dqd0
i k d yi k z yi k d0 0s ik n y in w z , k e e e ds x .  .  .H 1 2 D
­ D
ikd yd .0 0 Äs e t k . .D
 .ÄClearly, t k k 0 by Theorem 4.2. So we have, noting D q d sD 0
 < < 4z N z - a is known,
COROLLARY 4.2. d y d is uniquely determined by L .0 0 D
THEOREM 4.3. d is uniquely determined by L .0 D
Proof. Let
U i k zt k s e L y L w x , k ds x . 4.28 .  .  .  . .HD D f D
­ V
Then,
U i k zt k s yik n y in w x , K e ds x 4.29 .  .  .  .  .HD 1 2 D
­ D
by a similar proof to that of Lemma 3.3.
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, one gets
1 tU k .D2a s lim . 4.30 .24p kkª0
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Also, using the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.4, the following
relation could be obtained
U Ui kd qd .0 0t k s e t k . 4.31 .  .  .Dq d D0
 .  .Now 4.30 , together with 4.31 and Corollary 4.2, gives Theorem 4.3.
Proof of Theorem 1. It is straightforward by Theorems 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.
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